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Hello everyone and welcome to The Vortex where lies and falsehoods are trapped and 
exposed. I’m Michael Voris.

Benedict predicted the possibility and it may come to pass during the reign of the next 
pope – a smaller Church.

We already see ample evidence of this all over the western world.

Just recently released research from the very well respected Barna Group which conducts 
in depth polling specifically on religious issues shows a deteriorating case for the Church. 

Most young Catholic adults ages 18-29 .. 60 percent .. say “the church’s teachings on 
sexuality and birth control are out of date” to one degree or another.

The segment of young Catholics surveyed includes a range of individuals, from those 
who are very active to those who have essentially dropped out of church. 

One eye-popping number however is that almost 40 percent of young Catholics who 
ARE still religiously active, raise some level of concern about the church’s teachings on 
birth control and sexuality. 

Among young adults who have dropped out of the Catholic church, 70% are concerned 
about the church’s teachings on sexuality and birth control. 

And validating the concern that so many Catholics have expressed over the years about 
Catholic schools not teaching the faith .. 65% of former Catholic school students .. two 
out of three said they have some misgivings about the church’s stance on sexuality and 
birth control, slightly above the average.

Considering that .. in the first place .. the overwhelming majority of young adult 
Catholics have nothing to do with the Church in any meaningful sense and reject some or 
all of the Church’s teaching about sexual morality .. and in the second place .. that within 
the MINORITY of young Catholic adults .. a healthy percentage also have misgivings 
about Church teaching is a very worrisome sign indeed.

But on top of all this .. a second report was also recently released by the Gallup polling 
organization. That poll reveals .. The number of US Hispanics identifying themselves as 
Catholic has declined in the last five years.

Five years ago 11 per cent of US Hispanics responded they didn’t have a religious prefer-
ence.  Today that number is 15 percent. 

And it is the Catholic Church that is taking the hit. This is proven in the numbers in the 
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fact that the number of US Hispanic identifying as Protestant .. which is 27 percent ..  has 
remained stable over those same five years .. the number of Hispanics identifying as 
Catholic has tumbled from 58 percent to 54 percent.

The survey by the way was based on results from polling 28,000 Hispanics ..a very 
sizable number for a polling sample.
 
Before he became Pope, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger famously said .. in the 1996 book .. 
Salt of the Earth:

“Maybe we are facing a new and different kind of epoch in the church’s history, where 
Christianity will again be characterized more by the mustard seed, where it will exist in 
small, seemingly insignificant groups..”

That quote is somewhat famous and well known but there other comments made by him 
even earlier that are not so well known about the growth and size of the Church. 

In 1970 .. more than forty years ago .. Ratzinger saw dark clouds on the horizon as he 
said in a book entitled “Faith and the Future”.

“The church will become small and will have to start afresh more or less from the 
beginning. She will no longer be able to inhabit many of the edifices she built in 
prosperity. As the number of her adherents diminishes . . . she will lose many of her 
social privileges.” 

“It will be hard-going for the Church, for the process of crystallization and clarification 
will cost her much valuable energy. 

“It will make her poor and cause her to become the Church of the meek . . . The process 
will be long and wearisome .. And so it seems certain to me that the Church is facing very 
hard times. The real crisis has scarcely begun.”

Given the now being publicized extent of militant homosexuality into the clergy, massive 
columns of dissent from authentic Church teaching, a non-confrontational “comfortable” 
style of evangelizing which effectively challenges no one, and so forth – Joseph 
Ratzinger has proved to be a prophet long before he was a Pope. 

It is beyond certain that a purification of the Church is needed, not only in the routine 
sense of each member needs to be advance in sanctification, but in that the body is hous-
ing a poison, a toxin that is eating away at the members.

This toxin is a completely different envisioning of what the Church has always been. 
This view is more concerned with not making people feel “uncomfortable” than it is with 
laying down the bare facts and truth of the gospel of Our Blessed Lord. 

It traffics freely in the language of the world .. tossing around accusations of being judg-
mental and mean and uncharitable.  
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In so adopting the world’s vocabulary, it has become LIKE the world and the more mem-
bers of the Church adapt to the world .. the smaller the Church becomes.

It can be any wonder that young adult Catholics and Hispanic Catholics are walking away 
from the Church. When much of their experience begins to resemble what they see in the 
world .. why would they feel compelled in the normal course of events to stay in the 
Church.

These are the new parameters of the Church’s reality that the new pope will have to deal 
with on a daily basis.  He will need strong Catholic laymen to stand by his side who real-
ize this new reality .. and be willing to pull the plug on a socio-theological experiment 
that has gone on in the Church since the 1970 that has proved to be a complete and utter 
epic failure.

It may be time to start over and the new Pope will have to be the one to push the reset 
button.

Pray that the Holy Spirit send us the Pope we need, not the Pope we deserve.

GOD Love you,

I’m Michael Voris
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